I'm writing to discuss the matter of the recent meeting at the end of the week. In my opinion, the measurements that were presented should be reviewed carefully. The data on the table from the 10th of May is not as accurate as expected. Furthermore, the summary presented by the committee was not entirely convincing. I would like to propose that we discuss this matter further during our next meeting on the 25th of the month. I believe that a new approach to the problem could be considered as an alternative.
the, many executives secretary to a banquet manage?

3. Should ASC - or any children’s
librarian - earn more prestige, gain
more respect for working with and/or
for children in place of for self gratification?
I think so. Better we work on doing
our reading of books - then working
with the children to encourage them
to read.

4. Alternative measure - a
program with a head table or
speaker’s platform to include the speeches.
A 9-10 period at the conclusion a
wine & cheese. Needs - to have an
attractive room (banquet hall, piano tables)
good arrangement of chairs, speaker’s platform
visibly high, but not lofty, and for
wine & cheese - several locations of the
tables with W+C. A 7-9 speech &
with W+C to 10:00 or 11. An evening
affair would be nice - would help to
maintain the dress-up atmosphere.
(It's silly, but I like the idea of getting spruced up for the special occasion. At a mid-day affair one would come bustling in sporting today's outfit.)

When you finish "working over," the dinner, will you take on the announcement? I've been saddened by the lack of attention it gets. Yes, today the NY Times announced, but I can remember when bookstores would know & stock. In the last few years I've lost B Dalton & Walden's at local malls & they have "never heard of it" (the award or titles) or think those titles might be on order. We need to generate more non-library interest (I know children's librarians who don't know what books are even out, let alone don't know where to look for the winners!)

As well, before Raymond Quinby (the P.E.S.T.) decides to climb over the (over)
back yard fence. I'll sign off.

See you Dallas! (With all our

sails, I'm beginning an ark and

may sink down - at least an engine

even 6 fall off!).

from Virginia McRae